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MURRAY POPULATION 10, 100

.SCOPE OF HOSPITAL BILL OF CONCERN
Proposed Route
•For 1-24 Takes
It Out Of Area
Murruy-ans report general displeasure at the newly proposed
route for 1-24. which would completely miss the Murray and Calloway County area to swing north
and east to cross both the Cumberland and Tennessee rivers,
Yesterday the firm of Wilbur
Smith and Associates released the
new suggested route for the interstate highway It will begin at
Scutt City. Missouri, pass near Villa
Ridge, Illinois, Paducah. Eddyville
•then proceed toward Claricsville
and Nashville The defense highway
would connect St Louis and Naahville.
This route was proposed the en-

Bureau Will
Request Funds
For New Area

C.

./

Congressman Frank A Stueoiefield today announced that Inc
Bureau of the Budget naa requested 84.000 OM for the development
of the "Between the Lakes" National Recreation Area by the 'lennesiee Valley Authority
Fttibblefield will appear betore
the House Appropriations Committee today in support of the ,
equest
It was announced recently that
the area between the Tennessee
Valley Authority's Kentucky DaM
and the Corps of Engineers Bartley Dam will be made into a National Recreation Area to be administ.ered for ten years by TV
The project wilt be in the form
of • demonstration as to now an
area which is poor agriculturally
and industrially can be crtanged
into a recreation area to serve a
large number of peoEle.
This particular area will include
the area between the two lakes
about forty miles above the dams
on these lakes The wooded area
will be from slx to twelve miles
apart
•
RETURNS HOME

Mrs Pearl Jones of San Berne(lino, California has returned to
her home after a two weeks raCfttion with her slater Mrs Maude
Hartsfield and family and her brother J (' Stamps and family of
the Ciula Road
V

Weather
**port
111 IIWORS P•Re
. imiromoRlesmi

WA
High Yesterday
64
Low Yesterday
72
715 Today
Kentucky Lake 7 a in 3S9 ft
two gates open, below dam 3029,
up 0 1 ft Lake temperature 78
Flunert 7 19. sunrise 4 37
Partly
Kentucky
-Western
cloudy and continued warm today
and Thursday, Scattered thunder
storms likely late tonight and
Thursday High today upper 80a.
Low tonight middle 60s
The 5 a m E23T temperatures:
Louisville 62. Lexington 66. Covington 62. Paducah 61. Bowling Green
60. London 63. Hopkinsville 82.
Evansville. Ind . 59 and Huntington, W Va., 59.
HI—LO
NEW YORK Tyr — The lowest
temperature in the nation, excluding Hawaii and Alaska, reported to
the U S Weather Bureau this
morning was 38 at Watertown N.
Y Tuesday's high was 110 at Blythe
and Needles, Dahl

Final Rites
For Bruce
Hill Thursday

Coleman McKeel At
Case Tractor Meet
RACINE. Wisconsin. June 19, —
Coleman McKeel, a dealer tor the
J. I Case Company In Murray is
In Racine, Wisconsin as a guest of
the Case Company at their executive office Occasion for the visit
is the first meeting of the Case
Agricultural Dealer Council
Mr.
McKeel is the dealer representative on the Council from the St.
Louis Branch area. His company is
McKeel Equipment Company, Murry, Kentucky.
Prime reason for the meeting of
the newly established t‘aoup as to
improve communications bepween
the Case Company and its dealers,
enable them to discuss items of
mutual interest, and to establish
a closer degree of understanding of
each other's problems DIscussions
include subjects such as policies,
procedures, product improvement,
and similar items.

Final rites for Bruce Hill, who
died yesterday morning in an auto
accident, will be conducted Thursday in the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
Rev. Layne Shanklin will officiate
—
the service at 230 p.m. Burial will
gineenng firm said because it would be in the Temple Hill Cemtery.
serve a larger population, have
Hill was killed in an accident
greater use and provide more bene- Tuesday morning at 6:30
in front
fits to the areas through which it of Lake Stop Grocery on
Highway
goes.
94 East. Two other people were inThe route is only one of many jured in the accident that
involved
which have been suggested. All three moving vehicles
and a parked
differ from the original route which truck.
would bring the highway near PaThe sheriff's office reported that
ducah, Mayfield and Murray and the accident occurred as
a 1949
cross Kentucky Lake near Fort Chevrolet truck, a
'63 Ford, and '63
Henry
Mercury proceeded toward Murray.'
It would begin with an Inter- The Mercury was
reported to have
change with Interstate Highway 55 attempted to pass both
vehicles
near Scott City, five miles south of just as the Ford
apparently atCape Girardeau, Mo It would cross tempted to pass the
WASHINGTON tlitt,
The House
truck_
the Mississippi River east of there
The Mercury went off on the Public Works subcomm ittee was
and Interchange with Interstate 57 left side to the
road onto the gravel, asked today to appropriate $325,at Villa Ridge. Ill
apparently got out of control, pro- 000 to complete planning on the
From there it would continue eats- ceeded down the left side
and struck 263-mile Tennessee — Tombigbee
ward, crossing the Ohio 10 miles the parked truck of
Ralph Evans at Waterway project
north of the highway bridge at Lake Stop Grocery. Hill
Col Gilbert M Dorland, presiwas standCairo It passes near the Paducah ing in front of the
Evaris truck and dent of the Nashville Bridge Co.,
city limits, continuing eastward and as the truck was hit. he
was struck speaking for the four-state group
bridges the Tennessee and Cum- by the truck,
catapulated into a promoting the waterway, asked the
berland Rivers downstream from tree, killing him.
subcommittee to consider how mucn
Kentucky and Barkley Darns
Friends may call at the Max the project meant to the area of
Continuing east past relocated Churchill Funeral Home
until the Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi
ontintied on Page 3)
and Alabama
service hour.
Dorland said the waterway would
serve the nation as well as the /oar
states In "long-range accelerating
benefits, as am l impetta to industrial
bevelewment as an aidto use general economy"
Dr Joseph R Hartley of the University of Indiana's transportation
department also testified to the
By HENRY SHAPIRO
possibly to certify the space rec. economic benefits of the project.
MOSCOW Upt
-- The world's ordsa-were on hand to meet the
The Tennessee-Tombigbee Wafirst man and woman space team two Soviet space travelers when terway would join the Tennessee
returned to earth safely today
River at PickwIck Landing with
they landed, Tess said
First to land was Valentina Tarethe Tombigbee River near AmDetails Unknown
shkova, first woman to soar throThe official statement did not ory. Miss, and channel the river
ugh space She was followed more say whether the cosmonauts rode from there to Demopolis AIR where
than two hours later Oy cosmo- their space ships to earth Alter the Warrior and Tombigbee rivers
naut Valerv F Bykovsky. who set a similar twin flight oy cosmo- join
new space and distance records nauts Nikolayev and Pavel PopThe Warrior-Tombigbee system
with a flight of nearly five aaya mach last August, both were an- is already navtable from Mobile
around the earth
nounced as having landed by par- to Birmingham.
The official Soviet news agency achute close to their craft in a
Teas announced the lanaings
region south of Karaganaa
MSS Tereshkova. a 26-year-old
Bykovsky would have completbachelor girl, spent about three ed has fifth full day in space at
days orbiting the earth in a' night 8 a. m, iliaaT The Soviets did not
that was longer than that cit all announce immediately the time of
DemoFRANKFORT, Ky
four American astronauts who have his landing
cratic gubernatorial nominee Edbeen rocketed into orbit Bykovsicy
In Third Day
ward T Breathitt Jr had an ofbroke the distance and endurance
Valentina. dimpled. 26-year-old ficial plurality of 62.103 votes in
records set by his fellow coanno- bachelor girt would have completthe May primary, Secretary of
naut Andnan Nikolayev last Au- ed her third day in space at 5•30
State Henry Carter said today
gust
a m ,EDT) She rocketed to tame
Carter reported that Breathitt
Lahd Hours Apart
Sunday when she was launched received 318,558 votes to 256.455
Bykovskv married and the fa- into a twin orbit with
ByovskY
votes for A B Chandler in the
ther of an infant boy, landed at
The last official orbital report final official tally
206 p m Mawr"' time 7 06 a m on her spaceship as oh 3 a. m.,
Mary Louise Foust, the first woEDT, Teas said He would nave
(ConUneed on Page
man to seek the nomination, pollcompleted five days in space at 3
ed 13,416 votes, and Wilton Cupp
p m local time, but he already
got 4,386 votes
had covered around 2 million miles
There was a record total ot 5a2.In space
815 votes cast in the Democratic
Valentina landed at 11 20 a in
primary election tor governor
420 a in, .EDT 0, Tam said This
FRANKFORT, Ky
In the lieutenant governor's race.
a A Louwas Just short of three hill days isville
housewife today raised the Harry Ire Waterfield scored a maIn orbit which she would have at- question
of separation of church jority of 52.226 votes over Atty.
tained at 12 30 p m
and state in connection with the Gen John B Breckinridge.
Tass said both Bykovsky and hospital
bills now before the GenWaterfield had 247,464 votes to
Valentina landed northeast of Kar- eral Assembly
195,238 for Breckinridge.
aganda, Kazukhertan
New Kenneth Flamers, who rep_
Friends, relatIVPS. other coemo- resents an
organliation called Pronauts arid sports commissioners— testants and
other Americans for
Separation of Church and State,
said her group was disturbed that
nowhere in the bill are the words
WASHINGTON tPf — Gov Bert
"non-sectarian" used
Combs said here Tuesday he has no
She suggested that everywhere Interest in appointment to succeed
Mr and Mrs Marion Crick of the the word "hospital" is used in the Ufa District Judge H Church Ford,
Kirkaey Community returned to bill it should be preceded by "non- Lexington
their home on Monday afternoon to sectarian"
Rep John C Watts has been
Otherwase. Mrs Barnes said, the urging appointment of his former
find the entire house had been consumed by flames They had finished legislature could establish a dan- law partner, U.S. Dist, Atty. D.T.
their noon meal and gone to the gerous precedent that would throw Moynahan Jr., Nicholasville. to sucgrocery at Murray when the fire the doors open to any non-profit ceed Ford
occurred The cause of the fire has hoepital
Combs said he was not a candidShe said she was disturbed when ate for the federal judgeship
not been determined
A shower will be held at the Kirk- a group with "obvious religious con"I want to finish out my term
sey School lunch room on Friday, nections" expressed the desire Tues- as governor, and then I hope to
June 21. at 2 pm for the family. day to qualify under the bill for practice some law and try to make
Any person having items they wish aid to indigent patients
some money," Combs said.
She referred to the Mount Mary
to donate may leave them at Janes'
Watts said he would make no
Grocery at Kirksey Everything was Hospital In Hazard. operated by prediction on when the Departthe sisters of St Benedictine
lost Including all their clothes
ment of Justice would name a sucMrs. Bailers Was the second per- cessor to Ford but that Combs stateThe Cricks have two daughters,
Joan. age sixteen, and Kay. age fif- son to testify at the hearings to- ment would increase the chances of
teen, who attend Calloway County day.
other candidates for the post.
High School, and two sons. Eddie,
In earlier testimony an eastern
Watts said he understood there
age thirteen, who attends Kirksey Kentucky physician attacked a pro- were several other candidates for
School, and Bobby Joe, age three. vision of the hospital bill which the appouatment in addition to
Eddie was with the WOW group on appropriates 8700,000 to care for Moynahan and mentioned Court of
Its trip to St LOUIS at the time of Indigent patients at five IJMW hoe- Appeals Judge Morris C Montgompbtals.
the fire.
ery as ono

Funds Asked For
Tombigbee Project

Two Russian Cosmonauts Land
Today Within Two Hours Time

Breathitt Plurality
Total Of 62,103

Question Raised By
Group On Bills

No Interest In
Appointment, Combs

Family Returns To
Find Home Burned

Amendment Would Give Same
Indigent Care Over The State
ther than at "regional non-prolit
hospitals."
Overby said the word "regional" in the bill precludes other hospitals from getting the same treatment.
Chances that such an amendment would be inserted in me
bill were considered unlikely.
The biggest reason was money.
Only $700.000 is available in. the,
state collars for the project —
enough only to carry the load in
eastern Kentucky's five LlivW hospitals.
"This amount precludes any other
hospitals from qualifying now':' said
p. Amelia Tucker, D-Jetterson.
Overby said the bill was very
skilibully drafted because "it appears constitutional and yet limThe following telegram was sent its effects to only five hospitals.'
Moreover, even if the bill were
to State Senator George E Oyerbye
Monday by Bernard C. Harvey, Ad- .amended. other hospitals probaministrator of the Murray Hospital. bly would not qualify. The Board
of Health is gnen widernlataude
The telegram is self-explanatory.
"Physicians and hospital officials, in approving or disapproving hosWestern Regional Hospital Area pitals under the bill. and it was
favor statewide increase indigent considered extremely unlikely that
ALEX HARVEY, Brownsville, Tenn . plays tau roles. Congresscare. An indigent patient deserves the board would approve any otnman Stovehead. and Jimmy Wilson in "Stars in My Crown.",
equal consideration regardless of re- er hospitals or grainy of hospitals.
GAIL WAII4a Crofton, is Clary Hawkins. Here they are pictured
"So what's wrong with all this?"
sident area
as young sweethealClary and Jimmy.
The attitude taken 'by many hos- Sen. H. Nick Johnson asked OverAlex is a student at Murray State College. Miss Wade at Brigham
pital officials in the state is that by.
The Harlan Republican said
indigent patients in any part of the
Young University.
state are deserving of the same even if the bill were special leg—
"Stars", Kermit Hunter's newest outdoor drama, will open at the
treatment accorded those in the lislation, it should still be acceptKentucky Lake Amphitheater Saturday night at 8 o'clock. The show
area served by the five United Mine able.
may be seen nightly except Sundays through Labor Day
"The health ot an entire area is
Workers hospitals in Eastern Kentucky. The administration is at- at stake here." he said "In other
tempting to alleviate the situation areas there are other facilities
in Eastern Kentucky by increasing available But if these hospitals
The people involved in staging ' the amount of money for indigent close down, 600.000 persons would
"Stars in My Crown" which will care in the five hospital area.
be without any hospital care."
—
—re mild it's not only a mattel
The funeral of T WrGuthrie, age toper' Saturday at the Kentucky
of the lad:gent. but 01 others in
* * *
46, was held today at 2:00 p.m. at Lake Amphitheater, feel that Play-1
the area as well Ile argued the
the South Pleasant Grove Metho- wright Kermit Hunter may have
patients to receive additional Mite money is being made available to
dist Church with Rev Hoyt Owen given "Mr. Rivers" a fantasy figure
who appears in the drama a little aid.
the Indigent so the hospitals wilt
and Rev. John Pugh officiating.
The answer apparently is that for have enough money to stay opei
Mr. Guthrie was killed Monday too much character.
Billy Edd Wheeler has the role, the time being at least only the and treat all patients.
about 11,10 am while he was workfive United Mine Workers union
ing on a highway project on Hol- which symbolizes the great rivers
horgataLs in eastern Kentucky will
land Lane near Highway 45 in Ful- of West Kentucky. Occasionally
a
during the play he feeLs called upon be stale to qualify It was to save ('IS
ton County.
these hospitals at McDowell. H AZHe was holding a cable, it was to conjure up storms and floods to
Harlan.
Middlesboro
and
ant
reported, when the cable came in- remind the people laing in the river
Whitesbunt that the special sesto contact with a high voltage pow- valleys to his power
Twice last week during reharsals, slon was convened
er line,
Legislators wanted to know why I
Burial was in the South Pleasant Wheeler went into his storm and
only the indigent of eastern KenGrove cemetery. The Miller Funeral flood routme to create the flood of
lucky should get special assist- C 11
Home of Hazel was in charge of ar- 1937 Each time, just as he would
finish, lightening began to flash, ance Stn George E Overby. U- Calloway
rangements.
thunder began to boom, and the Murray. said lie wasn't opposed
By JOSEPH VARILLA

United Press International
FRANKFORT, Ky. an — The
scope of the hospital bill emerged
Tuesday as the greatest concern oi
the General Assembly in its second special session of the year.
During the first day of hearings
on the bill, legislators were intertested primarily in determining
which institutions can quality as
regional hospitals under the act,
and thereby allow their indigent

,

* *
Telegram Sent Or
Hospital Care Issue

Funeral Of T. W.
Guthrie Held Today
--

Now
To Attend
High

area was engulfed by a violent
summer thunderstorm.
Since then, when the flood scene
nears, aprehension builds, and cast
members check to see if their unFuneral services for Mrs Nanrue brellas are at hand.
Wheeler? He's awed if a bit smug
Boyd, age 86, will be conducted this
afternoon at 3 o'clock at the Sinking about all that power
Spring Baptist Church of which
she WRS a member
Rev Norman Culpepper and Rev
T. A. Thacker will officiate the
service and burial will be in the
church cemetery
Mrs Boyd passed away Tuesday
morning after an extended illness.
Bro Perry Strong will preach at
She was the wife of the late Johnny the Pleasant Valley Church of
Boyd who died in 1947
Christ next Sunday June 23 at 11:00
Survivors not previously listed in- am Bible study will be held at 10:00
clude seven grandchildren. 14 great- RM.
Heaaill also speak at the evening
grandchildren, and one great-greatservice se tfor 7.30 pm. The public
grandchild.
The active pallbearers are James is invited to attend this series.
Key, Alton Paschall, Gene Jones,
Hubert Barnes. and Hardin Galloway.
Tellus Howard, Gary Myers, Raymond Matheny, James Key, Bun
Wilkerson, Johnny Warren. Gene
Jones, Roy D Hartsfield, and One
Key. all Deacons of the Sinking
Spring afiats4 Church, will serve
as honorary pallbearers.
The Max Churchill Funeral Home
has charge of the arrangements.

Mrs. Nannie Boyd
Funeral Is Today

Bro. Strong Will
Preach On Sunday

F'RANKFORT, Ky. apt
The
Douse of itepresentatives conducted A short taastion today and
then adjourned until It p. m. s
Mons's..
-

This precludes Ara action in
the (louse on the hospital bill
before next week.
House leaders said final %tile
on the measure paibably would
taken Tuesday,
to their receiving help, but he
thought equally indigent persons
in other sections of the state RISO
should receive similar treatment.
He suggested a simple amendment to provide for over-all aid
All that was necessary. Overby said,
was to provide aid for such patients at "non-profit hospitals." ra-

All students who plan to attend
Calloway County High School this
fall and have not filled out sumo!). sheets indicating the subjects
they want to take, are asked to do so
before July 20
William Miller. Principal said
this was a little early, however,
since school is beginning earner'
this August, he needed trus inforination order to make out the
schedule.
Sign-op ssieett may be picked
tip at the Calloway County Superintendent's Office, 200 South 6th
Street, or at the Principal's °awe
at Calloway County High School.
be
Dates ilt:or registeration
announced later, Miller stated In
all nrobability, registration will be
held the week of August 3-9,

Burton-Liz Will
Marry, Soon As Can
LONDON Fla
Elizabeth TaYlor
and Richard Burton will be married
as soon as they can do so. the actress' private secretary said today.
Richard Handley, Miss Taylor's
secretary, told newsmen that a report carried in a London newspaper of the decision, to marry was
"correct-fully correct."
Randley confirmed the report
wattle Miss Taylor, 22. and Burton. 37. went off to see the Ascot
races
The London Daily Sketch said
that the stars of the farn "Cleopatra" will be married as soon as
divorces from their present mates
are completed, probably in October.

Mandl Vinson, assistant commissioner of agriculture, presented awards of merit" here
last weekend to a number of dairymen who produce milk for manufacturing by the
Ryan Milk Company.
Pictured above, from left to right, are, standing: Dale Tucker, Kirksey; Carl Chester,
Kirksey; H. E. Cohoon, Murray; Fred Paschall, Lynn Grove; Orfield Byrd, Murray: Wildy
Paschall, Murray; 0. V. Bazzell, Hazel; C. F. Paschall, and Commissioner Vinson. Sitting.
left to right, are, Orvil Whitlow, Almo; W. A
Cunningham, Kirksey: Otis McPherson,
Mayfield; Randall Patterson, Murray; Glen Venable, Murray. Not present were John
I.
Edwards of Benton and Lawrence Capps of Paris.
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"The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community is the
Integrity of its Newspaper"
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Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRLSS INTERNATIONAL
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-Utah).
WASHINGTON --- Sen. Wallace F. Bennett (R.
aid to decharging that President Kennedy's program of
es in the
pressed areas would be used for political 'purpos
1964 election year:
Where
"'I imagine they can find a lot of depressed areas
Democrats are out of work."

on reST. LOUIS. Mo. — Mrs. Katie Johnson, refusing
the
ligious grounds to contest a speeding ticket because
tavern:
a
in
is
held
d
involve
suburban court
inside,
"I won't go into that tavern to be tried. If I go
they're going to have to . . . drag me in."
CARACAS, Venezuela — A Communist gunman, regretting the raid he and others had just made on a U.S.affiliated accounting firm:
"What a pity! We wasted our time. There are no Americans 'here."
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Few
VEALERS: 42 00 lower
Choice $26.50. Good $23 00-25.00;
Standard $1825-2C.50.
BABY CALVES: About 25 head
$8 00-25 00 per head.

1963
WEDNESDAY — JUNE 19,
-...011.1•••1

Researchers
At UK Seek
Bat Colonies
Unlves;sity ef Kentucky scientists
would like Cu hear from Kentuckians who know the location, any
place in the state. of A bat colony.
The information is needed by UK
..sts who are probing the poszoolog.
sible relationship of bats and rabies.

TIMEs FILE

Doran,
Thomas Doran, .M son of Mr.* and Mrs. T. C.
of the
session
1953
the
for
red
.registe
West Main Street, has
ity,
National High School Institute at Northwestern Univers
Evanston. Ill.
The Murray Woman's Club is sponsoring a seholarihip
three
to the Eg).- ptian Music Camp in Du Quoin, Ill., for
of the' musicalstudents here.
The executive board of the Hazel High School Parent
Teacher As.sociation met with Mrs. L. H Hill, president.
t.)sie of the best games of the Little League season was
the fast snappy game plaed by the Yankees and Cubs
last night The Yanks defeated the Cubs by the score of
8 to 7 In an extra inning game.
••••••=ft

MURRAY LOAN CO.

Telephon• PL 3-2821
508 W. Main St.
ED LOAN CO.''
-OWN
HOME

w‘vagr71---- Twrac--

•

51 HEAD

Outstanding Quarter Horses
They consist
Bred and rais-cl on the Waggoner Ranch, Vernon, Texas.
feel this is one
of yearling colts, mares and colts ano aged geldings. We
auction in this
of the best offerings of quarter horses ever to be sold at
.
part of the country

•

horses from WyomWe also have an outstanding load of broken ranch
saddle horses and
of
run
l
unusua
an
and
ing, belonging to Dick Cole
ponies.

POLICE-BLOODIED— Wearing
a bloodied and turn shirt and
a bandage on his head, John
Salter, • white teacher at
Tougaloo College who was
clubbed and arrested by policemen earlier during •
marching demonstration.
on the platform at • Neer/
meeting be Jackson, ans.

Murray Livestock Co.
MURRAY, KY.

KELLY MORGAN - MGR.

itte•0

Success of the study itall depend
much on public support The UK
zoologists urgently request anyone
know:tie of a bat colony any place
in Kent aitv to Inform them immediately .Infermation should be
Ade:res.:ad so LW. Wa‘ne H Darts.
Department of Zriology University
of Kentucky, Lexington

ANYONE
CAN RECEIVE A

FABULOUS GIFT

For effective observation and to
keep ri cl,es contact with a colony,
banding of the mammals will be

I "Your;

sit-In, chain-In
SEATS—Two of a group of pray-In,
in In.
TWC/ CHAIN SELVES TO OHIO HOUSE
bill remain chained to thee seats
housing
fair
a
of
passage
seeking
demonstreturs
d. Later
Columbus, 0., after the House adjourne
in
tatives
Represen
of
House
the
gallery of
David Clark
chains with bolt cutters and marched
hatate highway petrulmen snipped the
the statehouse.
24, and Rev. Arthur Zebba. 37, out of

SATURDAY - JUNE 22, 2:00 P.M.

neccasary. For portions of the study,
radioactive tabs will be clipped, to
bats so that they can be located
with a Geiger counter. This will be
particularly helpful in large caves
where several colonies live.
Ordinary identification bands also
will be used and will aid in the
public's recovery of bats for the researchers.
As • token of their appreciatie!.
to those who help In locating I,
colonies. the OK scientists will ma:.
upon recii.eall • instructions on how t.
rid buildings of bats and how 1.
keep them from returning

Armed with a $16.464 grant from
the US Public Health Service, Um% ersny researchers have launched
a year's study of the behavior of
bat colonies Among other thing..
they hope to learn more shout'The
feeding rarige of colonies and whether the nursing habits of a baby
bat may be linked with tramonssion
of rubles

•

HORSE SALE

CHAMBER— Franitlin D.
RECEIVES 20 LASHES IN JUDGE'S
with ganiline and
Campbell, 20, who sprayed a stray puppy
bothered hischlekens,
set it afire because, he said, the puppy
Ind, after receiving '20
is led from City Court in Muncie,
the judge's chambers.
lashes with a "Sam Browne" belt in
were witnesses. Judge
His pants were down. Two policemen
never spared the rod
Walter G. Tanner said, "My father
with me and I was not hurt by IL"

nting on
NEW YORK — Singer Eddie Fisher, conune
Richard
actor
and
Taylor,
th
Elizabe
wife.
his
reports that
Burton plan to get married as soon as they can:
al"I wish them all the happiness. My plans are, and
lady."
the
odate
to
accomm
been,
have
ways

Ten Years Ago Today
ar
Cl

MURRAY, alENTUCILE

MURRAY, Ky. Thee. June 18, 1963
Murray Livestock Auction.
REt'EIPTS: HOGS: 38 CATTLE
AND CALVES: 463:
HOGS: Receipts mostly mixed
grade butchers. Steady to 50c higher compared with last week. Mixed
No. 1. 2 and 3 barrows and gilts
204 lb. $17.00; 250 lb. $1650. 175 lb.
$16.00: No 2 and 3 sows 300-600 lb.
512.50-14 00.
CATTLE: Receipts mostly feeders. cows and slaughter steers and
heifers.
SLAUGHTER: Good and Choice
steers $21.25-22 70;
850-12.50 lb
Standard 51925-20.50, Good 800-900
lb heifers $22 40: Good 300-500 lb.
calves $20O-2325. Utility and Commercial cows $14.00-15 30; Canner
arid Cutter 510 50-19 80.
FEEDERS: Good 600-800 lb steers
1.19.50-22 75, Good and Choice 300600 lb. 523.75-27.00, Medium $18 8021 80. Good ancl Choice 300-600 lb.
heifers $22.75-23.25. Medium $18 5020.00. Medium and Good stock cows
AIM calves $132 00-16700 per cow

We reserve the 134ht to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor,
cur Public Voice Items which, in our opinion, are not for the best interest of our readers.
1509
NATIONAL. REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO.,
Madison Ave., Memphis, Term.; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.;
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
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HERE'S

Open a new Savings Account, or add to your
present account 900.00 or more before July
31st.
2% INTEREST!
1
EARN A BIG 3/

for better tobacco
...higher profit

Limit: One Gift To An Account
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Murray Lumber Co. Inc.1
MURRAY
OlDEST AND Lti«.1.sT LUMBER CO. IN

CHEMAGRO
COR PORATION
ANY•••

HOW...

EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL

• 1111,11101IRS

104 East Maple St.

Tel 753-3161

YOUR CHOICE OF ANY ONE
OF 12. BEAUTIFUL GIFTS.

•

Dees Bank of Hazel
HAZEL, KENTUCKY

Member of F.D.I.C.
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Lew Burdett Trounces N.Y. RC 3
6 To 2 In Debut Tuesday Niat

Mans Hits Two Homers
"roving He's A 'Leader'

In the American League, the
By United Press International
s detested the
ton Red Sox routed the Detroit
always was at his New York Yankee
e
Burdett
Lew
pennant but it's being drowned out
10-5, the
Tigers, 9-0, and the Los Angeles
smell the green Washington Senators,
could
he
when
by the thunder of Marts' Dal.
best
Angels scored an 11-inning, 2-1
Cleveland Indians downed the BalInternational
Press
United
By
stuff.
The Yankees have reeled off five victory over the Kansas City AthOrioles, 7-3, the Minnesota
National League
He proved it in the 1957 World timore
Sox,
straight victories and it's no co- letics in other AL games.
W L Pct. GB Series when he beat the New York Twins beat the Chicago White
incidence that Marts has walloped
In She National League the St. St. Louis
5-3, the Boston Red Sox routed
the
30 2'7 .591
give
to
times
three
s
Yankee
1608 W., Main
away at a 500 am during those Louis Cardinals topped the New San Francisco — 39 28 .582
Tigers 9-0, and the LOS
Braves their one and the Detroit
five games The 9-for-18 spluge York Mets, 6-2, the San Francisc0 Los Angeles — 3'7 28 .569 Ph Milwaukee
Angeles Angels scored a 2-1 viche's
and
onship
champi
Only world
STOP — SHOP — COMPARE
has lifted his season average to Giants drubbed the 1,os Angeles
4
big tory over the Kansas City Atniet34 30 .531
Cincinnati
showed it at other times when
.299 and he% connected for 11 nom- Dodgers, 9-3, the Cincinnati Reds
Chicago --- 35 31 .530 4
Barbecue Grills - -Lawn Chairs &_. Jim rtre
dough was at stake.
ers and driven in 21 runs
shaded the Philadelphia Pfullies, Milwaukee
Six-Ran Inning
7
--- 31 33 .404
St Louis Cardinals gamThe
defeatMcWillie
Braves
kee
by
Milwau
2-1, the
A two-run single'
30 34 .409
earBaths - Plain Si Fancy Flower Pots
Mails made It easy for Whitey ed the Pittsburgh Pirates, 7-5, and Pittsburgh
bled last Sunday that the 36-y
and a double by Orlando
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.40
35
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when
—
It"
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win
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Ford to post his ninth
old righthander
of a
the Chicago Cubs nipped the Hous- 7
4
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with Cepeda were the big blows
27 29 .401/ 12',
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1 111*
1
11.
season Tuesday night when he Mt
they acquired him in a trade
ton Colts, 3-1.
third inning that paved
six-run
.373
first
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35
their
York
New
the
got
in
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two homens and a single
the Braves and they
victory
Tooth Paste - Lotions - Deodorants - Shamp
Harmon Killebrew's 11th homer
Bur- the way for the Giants'
Tuesday's Results
Yankees' 10-5 triumph over tne of the season helped the Twins
divident Tuesday night when
Dodgers. Jack Santora
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'7:2,
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1
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3
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a
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Each
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Washington Senators Tom
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! drop the White Sox a full game
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— three by Ron Fairly,
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2 night
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s
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e
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with the bases tilla- mately singled
Houston at Chicago
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ton, who worked only one third of
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By United Press International
s-l-r Roger Mans again today in the New York Yankee clubhostage and around the American
League.
Because the man who set the aflame mark of 61 homers in a seas= in 1981 only to be one ol the
disappointments of the 1962 cam._ Pingo is proving that he does not
▪ need Mickey Mantle to sotten up
pitchers for him. In short, that he,
too, can be a leader.
The experts questioned tnat last
year when Marts failed to hit wnne
Mantle was out 0/ the lineup and
they chortled that it would happen
again this season when Mickey 801feted a broken bone in his left
foot which will sideline him until
sometime next month.
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- 4th Anniversary Sale SALE BEGINS THURSDAY
Open All Day
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PLEASE!

• DRESSES
• JEWELRY
• MATERNITY
WEAR
• BATHING
SUITS
• SKIRTS
• BLOUSES
• SKIRTS

• MEN'S SLACK':
• SPORT SHIRT7
• WORK SHOES
• SWIM TRUNKr
• KNIT BRIEFS
and SHIRTS
• SLIM JIMS
.• PEDAL
PUSHERS
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CASH & CARRY OR DELIVERED
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INTIOILIITID
WITIOUT YIOLNICS
PIONCT NIECUIT
IS PINISNIO

CASH & CARRY OR DELIVERED

Boone Laundry &
Cleaners
I HOUR SERVILE

•

6 - SHIRTS
Only $1.00

NAACP LIAM"
ASSASSINS TIM IN
ISCISION. ANIS

•!'r,
27. ,

Boone Laundry &
Cleaners
1-HOUR SERVICE
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Dear AMIN- . .

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen - 753-4947

Understand More!

Na
1
1

W
OV

sears. The younger wotuen are getting SO lazy it's
DISGUSTED WITH YOIJNOBK
WOMEN
• •••
For a personal. unpublished answer to your letter, write to ABBY,
Box 3365, Beverly lials, Calle

S

ocial Calendar

Wednesday, June 19th
The Pottertown Homemakers Club
Will meet at the home of Mrs. W A.
Ladd Jr., South 8th Street at 11 a.m.

:taste
•

•

0

...

sever and cryseal
Trove preset,: were Mesdanie
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D
Wrether Preci Work.rhAn. Canite
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eel:, Weeeice Aen
Beneett. Wayneet Lairen. Ceiedint
%thee Ntareen Caeien. Ann Wretee: Tina Spoil-ate Nee. Puten he
honoree. the Mot her,. and the hos•

Cunningham - Vaughn Engagement

• •••

queues' if I ever told him now
• • •
DEAR .ABBY: I married a widow
embarra.ssing his bragging is. He'd
y, June 24th
Thursda
who had a four-year-old daughter
probably never open his mouth in
The Willing Workers S und a y
We are very happy and get along
protested. So,
I
11
agam
public
School Class of the Scotts Grove
very well, but her continued dose
Dear Abby. will you protest tor me?
relationship with her ex-in-laws irBaptist Church will have a supper
llenne
long-su
other
Perhaps
I
at Triangle Inn at seven o'clock in
ritates me I never knew her first
sun.
you.
bless
will
,
husband and. although I have heard
HIS WIPE the evening. see.
that he was a fine fellow. 1 am not
Protest!
I
WIFE:
DEAR,
The Wadesboro Homemakers Club
particularly interested in socializ• II • •
will theyt at the home of Mrs. Odell
ing with Me parents I prefer that
go
I
time
Every
ABBY:
DEAR
Colson at 11 a m. The leaders will
my wife forget them To wrist exto my girl friend's house tier lafurruah the meal
tent am I obligated to be tnendly
ne
so
buck
a
for
up
me
hies
ther
to these people?
me.
with
horse
a
on
a
bet
SECOND HUSBAND can
The Stamm% and Professional
I've never won aeyeung yet, and
Women's Club will have its annual
g.
gamblin
about
csaby
I'm not that
DEAR SECOND: If you love
breakfast and installation of ofShould I keep quiet and keep handyour wife, don't resent her Ouse
ficers at the Woman's Club House at
tell
1
should
or
reLitionehip with her es-in-laws. ing him dollars,
6:35 am.
ed
in
horses?
hint I in not interest
She is no longer their daughter• • •
No Bein hat
In-Las. but her child Ls THEM
The Dorothy Circle of the First
DEAR NO: Quit handing litm
grandchild. and always wiU be.
Baptist Church WMS will meet at
dollars and tell your girl friend
And they probably love her all
the home of Mrs. H. L. Oakley at
you are no better. If she doesn't
the more because she h a part of
9:30 a.m.
tip off bet oiu man, she's no bet• • •
the son they lose No one expecte
ter.
you to preterit a warmth that is
Tuesday. June 25
sot sincere. but be underetandMaster Masons Night will be held
ins. and don't ask your wife to
533
DEAR ABBY: I always thought by Murray Star Chapter No.
-forget- them.
you had pretty good sense until OES at the Masonic Hall at 6.30
see.
I noticed you agreed that a husband p.m. A potluck supper will be servDEAR ABBY: 1 am married to should help his wife with the house- ed.
a good map. He has worked hard work. I raised 14 children and my
and has attained a lair amount ot husband never once changed a baby
success. He travels quite a Me his or tvaehed a dish. I think a man veno
Investments have oeen good and Ms works from eight to ten hours a
company has been good to him. day does enough, and it's not. Ins
My complaint? He brags! 11 even place to do housework. 1 washed
I cringe iOr rum. with a tub and board, and never
hate the word
He is rather intolerant at criticism owned a washing machine until
years ago. I've been married 4:3
and I'd be afraid of the come,

Mrs H L. Oakley and Mrs. A. H.
Titsworth entertauted with a Coke'
party on Weciaesday alternoon at
two-truce, u clock ..e. the Taseorth
home on tla 0,11ve Zoulevard in honor of Mos Nlito le.rmonde Ellis.
bride-elec: of Lt. Johnny Lai: •
Parker
Ite• hors eeete preseeeed Mae 1
with a talt of her chasee pattern oi
pottery
Idles E1It, chose to a ear a two
piece outfit of a eller.ie :Sort arid
yellow blomse Her mather. Mrs
C Eels wee .a etege Our.vtaist froat. aed hitmother-in-laa
to tse Mrs Johnny D Parker. wore
v rcer, eerie dress They etre each
presented a Lb a corsage of whet
eeriest:1.os te, the hostesses.
Were the aiorrunenes
for theeeoffee taelt and the sun
porch Retrestur.ei.:s acre eta,.ee
from the table cn el:aid with a ehee
len c1.)lb and appointments in

Sanwa ea 44 Budget

Mrs. Wade's Pupils
Present Recital
•

R L. Wade presented her
pupils in ., recital at the
church perlor of the First Chrisnar.
on Friday evereug at sevenCh
the t y
Mrs

Miss Cheryl Cunningham

17
Lone Ottk announce the engageMr. and Mrs H C. Cunningham of
of their daughter. Cheryl, to Bobby
ment and approaching marriage
Vaughn of 984em. Vaughn, son of Mr. and Mrs Melvin
of Mr. and -Mrs. Claude L.
Mist Cunningham is the grauddaughter
Cupnitsittain of Murray Route Four.
11.
Cunningham Is now a
a.duate of Lone Oak High School, Mess
is majoring in mathematics.
and
College
State
Murray
Juni
ft. ,
He attended Murray
ailghn is a grduate of Salem High School
by Paducah Water
chemist
a
as
d
employe
y
presentl
is
440 College and
Werke.
.
An August wedding is being planned

TYPEWRITERS

O:.o

Miss Patricia Ann Shirley

the engagement and
Mr and Mrs Edgar Starerel Murray annoimce
tughter. Patricia Ann, to Jimmy Fain,
their
NI.Leca.: statuette sea erds were approaching marriage of th
gee:. at the close of the recital
son of Mr and Mrs James Fain pf Lynn Grove.
High School and is nos
Miss Shirley is a 1962 gradate of Murray
•
Jevce
were
Seeder:, presented
College.
State
Murray
eg
attepclu
attended
Nu ho.- KathY K ellen Cind KerMr Fun is a 1)61 graduate of Calloway County High School,
Steele Le•.Florist
ne:- P. -.•
Murray State College. and is presently employed at Shirley
Church at
mer P r..71aWi..son Beey Heleind
The wedduer will take place August 16. at the First Baptist
Gayle Leen:. PatrIcm Jeekson, Jaee,
bang sent, but all friends
7 3C. in the evening No formal invitations are
Arse :eel, Me. Matt.,
" and relatives are melted to attend

FOR SALE or RENT

SUPER -HUSKY
350 cc ree:or,

LEDGER & TIMES

Mrs. Raemood Cart-tell of Slaughters.
•••
Mr and Mrs. Dawson Smith of
Asheboro. N. C will arrive in Murray this a &et to spend several days
visiting relatives

Ms and Mrs. Gene Bogiard and
son. A:erne Junior. and Mrs. Nomon
Hogane spent Saturday and Sunday
eetire: Mr and Mrs. Bill M. Darnell
.ese eireey in Memphis. Tennessee.
Lana Reece and Sherry Darnell
retuned to Murray with the Bopond the next two weeks
visite.; reetteves here.

0

ADDING MACHINES

PERSONALS —

FOR SALE

1%3 GUSHMIN

111

.iIMMIN•1•1••••11M1111M1,

Abigail Van Buren

litgust`Ti-edding Planned

Miss .11itzi Ellis
Ilotiored At Party
At Titszvot-th IIone

1
WEDNESDAY — JUNE 19, 1963

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

103 N. 4th Street

Murray,

Ky.

Dial 753-1916

Mr arid Mrs Guy Rudd of Fernde,.- Mich . have arrived in Murray
--pend their summer vacation at
re of Amaril- the Berry Apartments.
Mrs Mavis Tete
• • •
Mr and Mrs
lo Texas is visni
Mr and Mrs. Rob Smith and
Foreman Graham of enarp St and
Miss Volthe and Cleeie Pool of r.h..:drer, of Ferndale. Mich , arrived
trio %eta In Murray to visit relaSouth 6th St this vii-eg
• • •

cra...ri

bar-,

epeeeereel, r

Con-•

P,

pr.c,:: S.; CO.
Will Sacrifice For Only

• • •
• • •

1425.00
('all Jim

%ifliams, Jr.

Keene ski
Mr and Mrs. Claret:,,
visit.::., lee mother.
r
ef le •
Ly-nn f,r Le- and Mrs.
N,e.. Her
Recteird Nestett this week..

•••

at :53-3147 or see at
leth

Ctrrrt

Breakfast Held At
'Club /louse For
June Bride-elect

Mr arid Mrs Richard Smith had
Nee- Mitzi Ella. bride-elect of
a. their irue%ts Satta.daY and Bun- Lt Dan Parker. was honored at a
and
Mr
--eefte.'-- parents
`se
breeefast and pottery shower at the
Merray Woman's Club' on Friday
:
merrung at eight thirty o'clock.
The hostesses for the prenuptial
reciteeni were Mrs. William C. Null,
.Jr and Mrs. John 0. Pil",CD.
For the event Miss Ellis chose
TO wear a pale green itnen sheath
etre Ellis. mother of the honoree
a blue and white two piece
• rear. dret- and Mrs Johnny Parker mother of the groom -elect waatered in a navy print The hose oe • presented each with a corslig
tete carnations.
Tte centerpiece at the breakfast
oe was of large pink and white
decorated teeth a small bride
.. arid silver wedding bells The'
.
place was marked with a!
v,7-.al vet from the hostesses.
Mee Eels opened ber many love:se, which had twee placed on a'
eee overlaid with a white cloth'
.
entered with an arrangement
....:rui.
s and snap ,
m
piek chrysantheum

A PLUS FEATURE
at

Boone Coin Laundries
FREE

room. SOW servo
valance in basement recreation
DECORATIVE FILES122 trims striped
and bed buena,
toys
's
children
away
stow
buts
Uncler-sofa
for both sitting and damping.
-*
11 JOAN OlUILIYAN '''.14411111`` -- ves, the entire job cost
themsel
FIZA.SE.MENTS tend to be
$453.
ia bleak, bare and empty or
crowded and cluttered store
rooms for little-used items.
In either case, tlicyre Waste
space:

Room For All Why not turn a basement
Into a recreation center that's
a playroom for young members of the family and an Informal living area for their
parents?
That's a-hat one family with
two young children did. They
planned their recreation room
carefully, with ernhpasis on
practicality, budget suit of
course, on decorative appeaL
By doing most of the work

ft not-too-grand total of
Of this sum, $271 went to
cover construction materials
and $182 went for decorative
-a
Items. Here's a break -ay.
on how the money was spent.s
Lumber used for built-in
and for framing to conceal
pipes and provide a nailing
surface for pegboard, panelbeg and ceiling tiles, $80.

Cost Of Paneling
Pegboard an d unfinished
mahogany panels, $88.
Ceiling tiles, 445.
Electrician to Install 3 outlets and ceiling fixture. $25.
Paint and lacquer for walls
and floor, $35.

SPRAY SIAM

You Can Spray Wet or Dry

PRESS-IT-YOURSELF
MACHINE
Do 1-Hour's Ironing in 15 Minutes!!
AIR-CONDITIONED —
— BOTH STORES

I

BOONE COIN LAUNDRY & DRY GLEANING
rith & Main Street

and

fith

k.

Poplar Street

B

A

These attending were: Mrs Dan'
e em. Mies Cecelia Wallace. Meal
emea Mahan. Mrs. Susie AllbritMee Marilyn C,oheon. Miss Cla•.- Wham Mrs Janes Converse.
Mary Jo Oakley. Mrs. Howard!
.
Ann . James Dale Clop,l•Vs
Titsworth. Mrs. Hugh
ruk'...y. Mrs. Fred Shultz, Mess
f,"'.t' Sutter, Mrs. Wm Saner. Mrs.
he, Mrs. Parker. Mrs. Henry 1WMiss Hanna Mason, MUSA Elba.
d • rie hesteeses.

Cone° Produos.
When decorated,
looked.
ly
original
ITOW basement
two shades.
ssith
tageit
sainuttf
Use oll-center Wiaduve wsa

tee

i'oarn rubber for sofa-bed
mattresses and bolsters, $60.
Eight yards of leather-like
plastic fabric for covering
mattresses, $40.
Nine yards; of striped fabric
for coil,n g valare•e, seaciesi
and bolsters, $22.50.
Fancy Fringe
Fourteen yards of bullion
fringe for valance and directors' chairs. $3.50.
Two directors' chairs, $25.
Lamps (wall, hanging and
pole.) $31.
That's how the money was
Spent. It could be done for
loss, depending on materials
chosen or for more (chalk up
an additional $200 or $300 if
a carpenter does the built-Ins
or framing).
The fluished setting is more ,
than satisfactory because it
supplies net only two sof.gs
for seatleg but two safari that
can nerve as beds for overnight gliesta. It also supplies!
storage space in a variety of(
ways.
Pull-Out Drawers
Undi:r-sofa spaor, ,for ex- I
ample, is utilized for pull-out ;
drawers on casters that stow i
away toys or linens. Wall
space is pegged with shelves
for toys and records. Cabinets have been built-in for
TV and phonograph.
AU in all, the room servos
children and adults admirably
and is the most popular gathering* spot In the house.
While cost of materials may
,
differ throughout the country
this basement on a budget
gives you an idea of what can
planbe achieved with proper
ning and effort'.

Your Wit CHECK, too,
moos bock to you!
s wonderful "thrownsg
Like the Australian native'
to its sender. When
stick." a bank check returns
sent back to the person
paid, it is so marked, and
valid receiptl
tic,
1.r1 wrote it - an automa

BY
ONLY ONE OF THE ADVANTAGES BE PAYING
US,
r:Ilrrx WHY NOT OPEN A CHECKING ACCOUNT WITH
ALL?
THEM
ENJOY
AND
,iIS IS

Jce Frikadfr..a.rnk

Ws
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

en t
•

•••••••Mr

*

-

EFOR SALE
NEW BRICK HOUSE, THREE bedrooms, ceramic tile bath, carpet In
living room. Dawn Heights Subdivitic
sion. $11,260. Call 753-1616.

0

FRIGIDAIRE cook stove in nrst
close condition. Call 753-6211. J-21-P
-• 1960 MODEL Panel Delivery Voilt.swagen, excellent condition. Reason
for selling we don't like it. Phone
'6-21-C
753-2930

nionth. BCC Sycamore, Phone PE1958 DETROIL eat Housetrailer, exJ-20-P
.
cellent condition, Phone PE 3-4999. 3-L417
9-C
J-1
tor
APARTMENT
FURNISHED
_
' rent, private entrance and bath.
y
ionall
except
EN,
1960 VOLKSWAG
Phone PL 3-1604, Mrs. Dorris Clark
clean, must sell, no trade. t1096.
near Five Points.
I-C
J-11
Phone 492-2601.
BUILDING ON INDUSTRIAL Road
90 ACRE FARM, 80 acre cultivated
with spur siding on back, 40" x 150".
land, 10 miles north west of Mur- Will rent all or part of building.
ray on blacktop road. Under cattle
or clean-up shop.
8 Ideal for storage
fence. 5 room house with bath.
Miller,
Immediate possession. L
stall stock barn good tobacco tarm,
, Phone PL 3-5000 or PL 3-5995 alter
possession with deed.
8 o'clock
PATICAN az Ellis Realtors, Phone
J -20-C
753-1738.

I

pad.
2 BEDROOM FURNIolikl) apart- BABY BED, mattress, bumper
Phone
ment Ideal for 4 college Ooys. 1 year crib size, like new.
J-20-C
J-22-C PL
Phone 753-5108
- ton truck, excelY
CYPRUS. POPLAR and oak lum- 1957 CHEV
ion. Also Westinghouse
ber. near Lake Stop Grocery. Just lent condit
erator. Call alter 400 p. m.
• off highway 94 Miller Lumber Com- refrig
J-20-40
PL 3-1873.
pany.

WANTED ;0 BUY

_

BM:Fr-RYE, wHEAY AND Oats
Farmers G:ain As Seed Company
tic

IN
WANTED AT ONCE-DEALER
needing
es
famili
Many
y.
Murra
earn
Rawleigh Products. You can
Raw$100 and up full tune. Write
Freeleigh, Dept. KYF 1090-113,
l'I'C
port, 111.

HOG MARKET

9

•

•Mrs. Claude L.

igham is now a
liematIcs.

'WO

CU.S. SAVINGS

Bonds!

ANTIQUE CLOTHING and accessories worn in 1918-20. Size 11-12.
Call Mrs. Howard Brandon 7535960.
ioncondit
air
RS
GENERAL MOTO
shav6 or a
PARTS FOR ALL EILECIRIC
er for 55 through 63 Ctuay,
Bussiness Opportunities
See
rs
Jewele
ers at Lindsey's
cylinder. In excellent condition
'Oh
South
509
Marvin Harris at
OPPORTUNITY tor
J -20-P EXCELLENT
.
or Phone 753-3543.
s
FARM MACHINEaY FOR .,ALE St.
an individual to handle variou
com3 - Allis Chalmbers model 66
types of coin-operated dispensers.
AND
LITE
HOME
,
m CHAIN SAWS
and colbines with big bins and tande
. This would involve service
n- Mono. Mowers - Mono, Moto Mower
wheels. ready to go. 4 - Allis CtueLt
ns. Could be handled on partlectio
for
s
Mower
s.
mower
bins, New and used
sible and
ers model 66 combines with big
Saw time basis Must be respon
corn- rent. Waldrop's Mower and
h good transportation. Cash
2 - Allis Chalmers model 66
furnis
753phone
Road,
Shop, Concord
n required
blues with small bins. 1 - Allis
july20c capital for Investigatio
led 6233,
Chalmers model 100 self propel
$600.00 to $4.200 00. Write giving
combine. 2 - Allis Chalmers model
name, address, phone, etc. to: Box
Several
J-19-P
90 combines - real good.
2697, Tulsa, Oklahoma.
John
late model Massey Harris and
All
Deere self propelled combines.
11
HE , 7, WANTED
and AIR CONDITIONED SLEEPING
the above are in good condition
men. M. G. Richard-I
two
for
Johnroom
move.
to
priced
ready to go J22p
truck
n son, 407 S 134.11 fitreet.
, EXPERIENCED Gasoline
son Machinery Company, Unio
4th and
ImValley
Water
1 driver See Noble Farris at
hed.
City, Tenn. and
furms
T
TMEN
APAR
J-20-C
. 4-ItOOM
plement Company, Water Valley
by the first ot Chestnut
J19c Will be avie'able
Ky.

DOWN
1 - Servile
2-1-1>intitbet•
Intl force
3-Make lace
4-0reeniand
settlement
6-Tree snake
6-Part of
"to be"
7-Pronoun
3-southwestern Indian

NOW YOU KNOW
l
by United Press Internationa
,
The quagga, a zebra-like animal
Africa,
formerly common in South
the
is now extinct, according to
Encyclopedia Britennica.
- -- -

MOGI CO WRUNG
MUMMER MOUMMW
MM @BOUM= MU
MN MOM OMOM
MOM MEMO OEM
=MU MOON NM
MOM MCIMM
UM MEW MMUM3
UMW NOMO MRIMM
01000 MMEIM 00
11(3 6213(11MOIW, QOUGO3 UMMMOM
00WMW ON MMM

9-!dentin al
10-0inlis in
pronunciation
11 -Transactions
111-Cubic meter
16 Jog
19- M use of
21- kreti
22-Blemish
V.-Mound of
hay
27-t.eases
30-.Part ot play
3:1-Nuisances
34-Sharp
30- iron
37-Tell
34-Facts
40-i heavy
drinkers
41-Reaches
across
44-Strikee nut

qi
,
„
14

26

25

24

if 22

20

19

31

30

29
• 33
e a_
36 37
42

51

se

23

27

'28
'
32

FCR CORkEk:T

TIME and
TEMPERATURE

'

DAY OR NIGHT

. 1':
.. 4.:
.0
4

7239

38

DIAL

:
,•.•.n 45
.,
so
4449
•:•:.:
0-- ••I
54 ,.:.,..•:•,55
53

43

47 ..-...i48
..•
Vi'. 52'
....;;.•:•:
37 32 :• ,..iti

40

i

.

34 \-.:-..35

.•

Continued warm until the weekend, then turning cooler. Total rainfall, occurring as scatered thundershowers Thursday through Saturday. will average between one-quarter and one-half inch in northern
Kentucky and about one inch in the
south.

,3

.., .
-.........
16

1 15
, -.

l'e

Temperatures will average two to
three degrees below seasonal normals. Kentucky normal mean temperature 75 degrees. Louisville normal
extremes 87 and 64.

54-Anger
57-Note of scale
69-Coinpass
point
60-Con unction

3

4

3

2

47-Toward the
sheltered
side
49- Unusual
52-Sailor
(colloa.)

LOUISVILLE 'UP - The extended
weather forecast for the five-day
period Thursday through Monday
by the US. Weather Bureau: .

7516363

PEOPLES INN

eo

I

a

62
%
Syndics e, ire.
Featort
1)1 tr. by United

4:61

Murray,

Ky.

by Charles M. Schulz

PEANUTS®

FOR RENT

heryl, to Bobby

attended Mum/
Paducah Water

OKAY! Everyhody----\
hoe Up and get your )

NEWS
FEDERAL STATE MARKET
19, 1963.
SERVICE Wednesday, June
markKentucky Purchase-Area nog
g staet report including 9 buyin
bartions Estimated receipts. 400
No.
rows and gilts 25 to 504. higher
-1TUO.
1. 2 and 3 180-230 lbs $16.75
-17.50.
Few No 1 180-2e0 lbs $17.00
$15.50-16-50.
No. 2 and 3 235-270 lbs
$142DNo. 1, 2 and 3 150-175 Abs.
11
16.00. No 2 and 3 sows 400-80
00
111.15-1425. No 1 and 2 '260-4
lbs. $13.26-1425.

r

s
rice the engage-

GASOLINE ALLEY
Frank King

7 -Roadside
hotel
6-Entert•In
11-Bolner
nts
-Eleme
12
14 -Indefinite
article
15- Fruit cake
17-Stsict 'orth
10-Falsehood
20_ Musical
Instruments
7.3-flutch town
24 -Organ• of
hearing
30- Molar
25-Temente
(ROY
29-Sarrow,
fiat hoards
SI-Trude•
33- Metal
fastener
'.5-Mud
36-Go
39- Birds'
homes
42-Not• of scale
43-1111s.
as &mats
45-bin ho
46-0 mud'S
high note
4111-tlo in
So- Reeort
il • Seasoning
5.3-7orki.h
regIrne•it
51-tirintei
weveilm
64-Ernits vapor
fo-Slioskes
61- Weird
62-Prnobet•

DAY FORECAar

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

•

•

by Don Sherwood
DAN FLAGG
SC-. eutf;;14 FOR inE ga.-1.-In 60'.'v.'
2511-61, VOltrFE SOT 6O11:a• TO Srai. 433 VI
SE7dR KLAUSE OF '3001 CetleWAY
CONSUIENCE...

RS

Suddenly. Chinitza looked at
pointed stick Kit was
Wirer RAS Harm:awn been smaller,
overhead and exclaimed.
had
through it nad already the sun
ng
Kit 'tannin, ft.lt her life had
rubbi
grandfather. He
made inetioingless Si,. rcii, nrdwine
eel mind when "Oh my poor
on
s
Mister
fltr
worn
I
to
Never do I stay
to bate tier lob, end
dull she shouted exultantly, bring- will be wonied!
only suitor. Bob Drake. as
bounded,
and
away so long." She
ng.
So, in flight from both tier nlob
runni
x&
Clima
in
,
IMMO
wester
Into the path
deer.
a
Bob she went into things
as
fleet
e
Smok
net-Look, look I did it!"
tuna to think out to 'in-rfor
omping*, j
and ecught
the sliced- and disappeared.
self
the ciin.hing was ronuig up from
g
somethine challenging her
Kit rested for a while, sittin
nail told dell stick.
of a peak an old rant
a tree.
ed.
back on her heels, with her back against
her nal never been explor
sat
Kit
ea
sInpe..
the,
gradually
A Ions way up
against a proud ot too acconiplis! ...eat. The pain In her bead
earth tremor tossed tier
swirlier
lessened. She looked with satisledge so monitor end tome
e faded away.
innuft
The
It
ledge.
the
means of maim from
it," Chin- faction at the food laid out on
g to • cave
"No no, must
also uncovered se openin
regaining eona tiny_pile broad leaves before her and
which she found oninx
sato, paahlir
itza
way
tier
Thread
.
stmugness
she came of small bits of wood and gratin suddenly felt better
thrhugh with • torch,broad
valley
d Kit. "Here, put on fire
upon an opcning Into •
-Enough for several meals,"
towar
o
volian
g
wrought by an extinct Neer eta
she thought happily. A feelin
when It smoke.'
lire ending to the valley
her,
e that ner
vine- Kit was unawnr
Kit determinedly began the of well-being spread over
•
by
ed
observ
presence had been
kept process • I over again. This and she decided that since there
man witnitively pr•rt-id who
was stalked time she created a strong blaze, was so much food and she mr:
at • distance until sinestrang
reaer
she felt co much better, she wattle
my • 'yrs* bear. The
and eager to see it grow,
r...if her
lo- led it with larger and larger have another helping of eveiyminera
•
s
Rohert
Cliff
was
It.
yidOne
into
d
K ist who ii•d crashe years earlier sticks until Chinitza called a thing.
rano crater Several
for gold. halL
rioting an serial survey crater
It wita at this point that Cliff
be
tholes txitr• stay in the
"Only little fire," she said Roberta found her, tie fl!'I
Indians-last
has discovered • fewiirolate
3
d tribe. "We must not be found --there
gurvintors of • long
caught a whiff of eood 5tnia:
ChMOne of them, • gtrl calledElf
in Is evil one who would harm and t0:6014*ed It to 113 Soule..
ttot eiiminianicated with
tree
He marched masteriully
Spentab and led her to •
house . . .
"Oh, so that's why you built the little clearing and. Its he
the fire so tar away from the had planned, plunked ti!e ontoCHAPTER 10
nest," Kit said. "It was to keep lope down in front of his stair:ily
dream
IT ADAMS gazed
him from finding it."
tog lady striking a triumphant
the
at
from the tree house
"Yea, above all things no one return -of-the-hunter pose, t
al
ropic
laid
must find nest."
scene before her Semit
fore he notieed the ft-vat
us
The tWo girls talked while out in front of her-the rabbit,
foliage lent a feeling of luscio
the
ing
opulence.
they ate, Chinitza reveal
obtainable only to an experi
the Imprison- enced woodsman; the root 5,
Even though she had lived in circumstances in
life, ment of tier ancestors in the perfectly baked; and his
southern California all her
explaining, as nearly Where on earth had she got the
one would never cease to mar- crater, Kit
the as she could, her presence there. equipment to catch fish'
vel over the richness of
.
But :the greatest shock was
The Indian girl was full of
growing things In this valley
for ev- the pile of fire sticks lying bete
appeti
In
ner
people
ons,
the
questi
of
-So many
a ery little detail of that outside side her. He had labored long
the cities long for lust such
with fire
"If
ht.
thoug
world seemingly insatiable. She and hard to make fire
she
this.
as
place
Immediately to sticks and had never succeeded.
go
some
to
d
ered
wante
discov
ever
is
this
gh which The slow and tiring twirl methbusinessman will turn It Into the passageway throu
She Kit had come.
."
od was the beat he could mandise
para
t
touris
a
"Where is this passage? age.
frowned. She would find out
an- Shew Chinitza, please." she
He stood staring at the piece
from Chinitzit If there was
of rabbit in Kit's hand, feeling
other way t n. Perhaps they begged.
been
Kit's eyes widened with a that all the wind had
could close it up.
Instead
startled look. "Chinitza, I don't knocked out of his sails
as
act
"I
aloud.
ed
laugh
Kit
he hail
rest know," she said. "1 don't know of the thankful tears
If I'm going to 'mend the
d
I can find it again. All anticipated, the girl showe
that
ht.
thoug
she
here,"
life
of my
that bluff looks the same, and only amused surprise.
"
want?
I
what
that
"Is
Cliff could feel the hot color
the opening w as covered so
A low call sounded under the
Chathickly with vines that I don't wash up over his face.
tree. "Come, Kit." It was Chingirl
think it would show at all from grined, feeling that the
itza.
d
valley floor. Are you sure was laughing at him. he turne
Kit climbed down carefully the
of
We the only way out of here?" without a word and ran out
and followed her Indian friend
•
• •
the clearing.
to a small clearing. Here they
HO1 masterful air had amused
SUDDEN sick feeling had
prepared for a feast. A fire was
mothis
but she was touched and
Until
Kit,
Kit.
d
grippe
her
laid, and ICit astonished
ated pleased by -the offering of the
fascin
no
been
had
she
one
ment
with
frierd by lighting it
and
adventure into which she antelope. She harmed up
of hay matches. The Indian girl by the
plunged ran a short distance down the
tly
abrup
so
been
ted
had
deligh
and
was mo fascinated
he was
the possibilitref not being path to thank him, but
that she would have used all that
through gone.
tunnel
the
find
to
the
able
Nee
to
Just
the magic Wicks
"He looked hist like a little
she hail come had not
name spring to life so quickly. which
boy trying to play man," she
to her.
red
the
occur
g
puttin
said.
Kit
-No,"
the clear"But what good would it do mused, returning to
matches in her pocket. "This
the opening ?" Kit ing. "fie was hurt. 1 bet he
find
to
make
to
I
know
way
only
Is the
be simply
rushed on without waiting for thought I would
fire."
looked
girl's answer to her starving. Golly!" She
"I teach you my way,- Chin- the other
have thought
question. "There's no way to around. "He most
Rza told her.
off the mount" on I did all this!" and she burst
Kit marveled at the abun- get down
other side. I can't imagine out laughing.
dance of food Chinitta had pro- the
Down the trail, Cliff heard
how I got up there. I Just can't
duced -a rabbit, two large fish,
out and
remember!" Kit's voice was the merry laugh ring
worm orange peach -shaped fruit,
gritted his teeth.
almost a sob.
roots to be baked in the coals.
"I'll never help her again,"
The sensitive face of the Inand • skin bag of water. A
her own dis- he promised himself. "She can
red
mirro
girl
dian
feast for the Godk!
starve"- an extremely unreatress.
*hlle the food cooked, Chinf," sonable titatement, he later rethysel
of
hold
get
rolort
"1
the
itza began to teach Ka
seemed to be
Kit thought, noticing Chinitza's alized, since she
technique of making a flr C.
to doing perfectly well for hertry
won't
just
"I
.
worry
leaned
Red-faced and hot, Kit
remember." She felt the still- self.
over a large dry stick in' which
(To Be Continued Tomorrow)
tender spot on her head.
Chinitza had cut a groove. The
1
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AnSAYS BABY HIS-Actoi
thony Quinn said in Paris
he is the father of a buy
burn to • beautiful Italian
girl and he will recognize
the baby as his iegally g0
child "never will feel' Unwanted," The baby a mother was luentified as Julanda
Adduluri of a noble Venetian
Vomit's,. Quinn Is shown with
his wife, Katherine, daughter of the late Cecil B. DeMille, in 1960.
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by Ernie Bast:miller

NANCY
CAN I HAVE YOUR
SHARE OF' THE
REFRESHMENTS?

I'M VERY FOND OF
YOU --- LET'S STAY
TOGETHER AT
THE PARTY

HI , MINNIE-ARE
YOU GOING TO
LUCY'S
PARTY?

K

ABBIE

,•,,,•T

AN' SLATS

O.K., TONIGHT WE
HIT THE PILLOW HARD.

_PT ijJ
PRETT
DOC
AND SO
LICKED THIS JERKY
CALLER FOR US,
iECKY. TONIGHT,
THE PHONE STAYS
OFF THE HOOK,
SMART,
'II VERY,
,
HUH? '
SLATS

by Raeburn Van Buren

AWN
." NO CALLS; SO
WHAT'S 8116614'G
-I A-FEA WONDER/NG -P
YET-7Z7
SLEE
T
OUGH
/S
To CALL AV
Ho
TRr/
/Ac
AnAN
THAT
IS'
_nor
CE
HGV.
THE
No
ARCo
HE 11/Rk/NG
MO WA /7/NG - WA rcHiN

AND SLATS SCRAPPLE
PASSES ANOTHER.
SLEEPLESS NIGHT---

A

-

•

by Al Capp
LIL' ABNER
(MAKE A SHMiNK
-.(50,ONCE'llOU'VE
COAT, NOTCH ERLY.r.r
A
D
BRAINE
SHMKIK,WHAT
DO YOU DO
WITH IT? '

SNMINiC CONS DON
AGIN'71-1'
PROTEC
Y IS
THE
COLD,BUT

4,7
('t GOOD WEATHER
THEN/ SMELLS ROTTEN,
Esu7 IKI BAD WEATHER,
,IDC.,2 '5

ON BEARABLE!!

ViAtTn- I GOT IT

El-H INK EVEN

MORE woRm LESS!!
A Ss.013BOVIA14
MIMIKNIK r.0
kk
(

^

e
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By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
diversified VOIIIIM6 offers
eral of the photographs that fully
VOLT DON'T need a passre- three trips to parks that are
..uv
books
these
in
appear
A port or a visa to visit any
unique.
produced here.
number of this world's wonColorado's Rocky Mountain
Park Highlights
ders, for you'll find them on
is something of a
Park
N'hat do our National Parks Switzerland in the U.S.A.,
home grounds. They are a
roundof
carefully preserved part
have to offer Here's a
with 65 peaks more than
our American heritage and
up of some of the highlights 10,000 feet high.
Nathis
of
our
annually they make
recounted in the books
The attraction at Mesa
tional Parks a mecca for tourpark series.
Verde is far different, for here
GLAYELLOWSTONE.
ists.
thg„ ruins of hundreds of preCIER AND GRAND TETON: historic Indian homes, some
Without Equal
Yellow-.,
tours
This bookSating back 2,000 years, aro
Attractions such aa the
stone, famed for its hot preserved.
Grand Canyon and the Carlswaterfalls
springs, leaping
At Carlsbad Caverns, the
bad Caverns are without equal
and geysers, including the tourist finds art undergisiand
any place in the world.
well-known Old Faithful. The Fairyland created by the unIf you're one of the many
author also visits the glaciers, believable beauty of stalacite
planning to vacation in our
snow-capped peaks and spark- and stalagmite formations.
National Parks this summer -ling laes of Glacier National
and even if you're not- you'll
YOSEMITE, SEQUOIA,
Park and provide! sonic
find a series of books on
the KL'it.s CANYON AND HAof
views
ng
breathtaki
by
"Our National Parks"
Sequoia and Kings
magnificent mountain ranges WAII:
Wood fascinating.
Frances
Canyup parks are twin attracTeton.
Grand
of
of
They offer pictorial proof
the heart of CaliROCKY MOUNTAIN, tions in
America the Beautiful, and
AND CARLs- fornia's lofty Sierra Nevada.
VERDE
MESA
and
tourists
will appeal to
boast the largest and
ILID CAVERNS: This delight. They
armchair travelers alike. Sevamong the oldest of living
things — the giant sequoia
trees. Yosemite, also in the
Sierra Nevada, has giant
sequoias. too, and matchleaS
scenery.
Tropical foliage and two
live volcanoes are among the
Hawaii National
lures of
Park.

lipnb

444.11,411pr

.1-4.p damns
11.1.1.=
11641/1111
•

Wiggles, a series
TOURISTS ENJOY a canter up Walters
run of Zion Canyon.
to
up
r.ght
lead
that
s
sWitehhark
of

'
that
SPECTATORS WATCH and Wait for big blow of steam
geysers.
a.unesfru= Devils Punch Bowl. one of Yellowstone's

KENNEDYS' HOMESTEAD —
Among stops for President
Kennedy on his visit to Ireland June 26-29 will be the
home (right) in New Ross,
County Wexford, from which
his great grandfather emigrated to the U. S. There's
a plaque on it which marls
-The Kennedy Homestead."
He's also scheduled to see
Mrs Mary Ryan (above I and
her daughter Josephine, who
hve next door and take care
at the homesteau. They
claim a relationship to the
President. With them is
John Bryan O'Kennedy, who
claims an even closer relationship. Cu; }Comedy, another relative, holds the Kennedy coat of arms. This
Kennedy owns a bar there.

GRAND CANYON, BRYCE
CANI ON AND ZION: Probably the mist famous of all
our national attractions, Grand
Canyon is a wonder of the
world, a magnificent outdoor
cathedral fashioned by Nature. Here the records of billions of years of life on earth•
is seen in layers of rock.
Close by is Zion, with its
brightly-colored buttes, peaks
and cliffs as well as the
flaming bowl of Bryce Canyon.
These new books, four of a
series that takes readers
through America's wonderlands and includes volumes ort
our national forests and wildlife refuges, can be ordered
through your local bookshop.
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Continued From Page I,
Frir, today said she had made
in ire than 46 eircints ot the eartn
and was in good 'condition
13v the time Miss Teresbkova was
reported down, she already nail
shattered the combined orbital records ce all American astronauts
Rumors that a landing attempt
would b. made today had been
circulating in Moscow since early
this morning
Transzoitts
They were strengthened by
rn Wed Germany's se
,
tavort fr.
chum Observatory that Miss 'ler
mhkova's space ship Voetolt 6 hi',
beer tracked up until 410 a n,
, gTt'Th when its transmitter stop
Ped
The Japan Radio Waves Institute announced in Tokyo tnat Bykovsky apparently began his return to earth at 6 30 a m
Birovsky. M. a married iet pilot. was launched into space last
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SEALTLST FUDGSICLES
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i.? fudge .sr., hlosvonwest mares them
Sealtest Dealers.

Popsicle
SEALTEST POPSICLES Frosty, thirst quenching
wholeTen's-an all time favorite, Sealtest makes them
Dealers.
some food in 6refreshintflavors. At most Sealtest

KIDS,
474i
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THESE SEALTEST
/7.----TREATS ARE C-0-0-0-LIND
GOOD!
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THE SALK
INSTITUTE

ler-
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FMGE :010KED
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CABBAGE
CUCUMBERS
5(
PEPPER
WIRY icez 2,BUNCHES 29Frt-e
5'
WISHES
Gieen

i SOW
f

Picnics

Fresh Green Mango

ea.

lb.

Tender Pascal

GIFT
''11011D?
'

Another deligatful courtesy extended to Mien Cynthia Jettiii,
bride-elect of Philip Thom-is Rol,
was the linen shower given by Mt
Gene King end Mies Patricia Ben',
on Tuesday evening at seven-thit
ty o'clock at the Beale home on
South 12th Street
For the occasion Miss Jetton
chose to wear a pink cotton dre“
with a hordesses' gift corsage it
yellow roses Her mother. Mrs Budl
Jetton wore a yellow cotton frock
with a rat corsage of red roses
The honoree opened her c,"
which were displayed on the
table centered with an arrangi In. I.'
of yellow end white roses Mrs King
and Miss Beale presented Miss Jetton with the lemon fork of her
chosen pattern of silver
Refreshments of sandwiches.
' Cokes, cookies, yellow and grem
mints were served from the dining
table overlaid with a yellow cloth
and a centerpiece of magnolias In
a silver compote flanked by white
candles In silver holders
Those present were Messes Gayle
Houston, INNa.nna Story. Donna Kimbro. Patsy Shirley. Nancy Roberts.
Carol Quertermous, Melissa Sexton.
Kay Roberts. Mrs Vernon Shaw
Stubblefield Mrs Jett on the honoree, and thr het.

45"

BACON — - 39`'

New Green

en.

Friday.

crunchy taste
SEALTEST TOFFEE KRUNCH BARS Creamy,
with chocosensation, Delicious Sealtest Toffee Ice Cream
laty, toffee spe-deed coating At most Seattest Dealers.

Swift Sweet Rasher Sliced

lb.

.114;64",

Linen Shower held
:it Beale Home For
Cynthia Jetton

SfAlTEST CHOCO-CHERRY BARS ties Sea'test taste'
SEALTEST
• .^s.
''Sealtest 'C./ereers.
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41.117/-,

GIFT
BOND"!
7,750„
- c

ii Red

Hush Green arid

I ('ANN

White

29c •

Litt* Nap Ea-rty lune.

PEAS

—2

CANS

LIMA BEANS _ 49
25°
JUICE
_
1€K
SUP
CAT
BONO,
100 PINEAPPLE _ -19'
CORN IGA Tomato - lge. 46-oz. can

Snider. TIMM tO - Ige. 14-07, hot.

Sea Island - lie. 20-oz. can

American Beauty - yellow cream style

- GIFT
BOND?,
"law*

IGA Pineapple-Grapefruit - 46-oz. can

Jornho -

hoc., Coconut or Banann

DRINK _ _ _ 3 F°,
PIES _ _
BICE Ready-to-Eat LUNCH MEAT
Pkg. of 12 39
°

*GIFT
.
'1,01107'
ITTECIP,
GIFT
ti

of,

•
GI Fr
'BOND,
IMIT

OLD FASHIONED LOAF _
PICKLE PIMENTO
MACARONI & CHEESE _
SANDWICH BOLOGNA _ _
OLIVE LOAF

Pkg.,
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TRADING STAMPS
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GET PREMIryFOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY I I
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Kavanaugh I.G.A. Foodliner
Monday thru Thursday - 7 a.m. to 6 p.m.
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